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Introduction
Nonprofit professionals hear the term Artificial Intelligence and realize that
change is coming. What they may not realize is that this change will
dramatically transform their world. The successful nonprofits of tomorrow will
be the ones who invest time and money today to understand and embrace AI,
machine learning, and data science.
But what do these terms actually mean? And how can nonprofit professionals
make sense of the technologies and services powered by them and discern
which, if any, are applicable to their organizational needs?
This white paper provides a primer for nonprofit professionals to understand
the fundamentals of artificial intelligence (and its subset, machine learning),
how they work, and how to evaluate and categorize AI technology they may
encounter.
So, buckle up, and let’s take a quick tour of tomorrow’s
nonprofit technology today.
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What is Artificial Intelligence?

Strong AI

Human Level Intelligence

Weak AI

Limited set of Tasks

Machine
Learning
Many definitions of artificial intelligence exist1, but they all describe AI as a program that
acts and thinks in ways that resemble intelligent humans2. This type of AI program is often
called an “agent.” In this article, we’ll use the term “AI assistant.” AI is broadly split into two
categories. The first is artificial general intelligence, otherwise known as “Strong AI,” which, if it existed, would be AI assistants with human-level intelligence. This is currently the
realm of futurists and science fiction. The second category is artificial narrow intelligence,
otherwise known as “Weak AI,” which is what we have today. Weak AI assistants perform a
limited set of tasks (perhaps only one) such as speech recognition, autonomous driving, or
flash trading. One subcategory of Weak AI is machine learning.

One of the author’s favorites is this one: artificial intelligence is “a system that perceives its environment and takes actions

1

that maximize its chances of success.” See https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Artificial_intelligence.
A lot of debate exists about what AI is and isn’t and whether the term is overused and inaccurately used.

2

We’ll just run with this definition for this article, even if it’s subject to debate.
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Machine Learning Requirements:
What is Machine Learning?
Machine Learning is the most common subset of AI. Simply defined, Machine Learning allows AI
assistants to learn from data without human intervention. It requires four components3 : (1) data (2)
models/algorithms; (3) tools/infrastructure; and (4) computing power.
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Data

1.

Algorithms/Models

Tools/Infrastructure

Computing Power

Data. This is the most critical element. Without relevant data, machine learning is not possible.
A data set generally consists of rows of “observations” or “instances” of information. For
nonprofits, these are most often records of individual contacts or donations.
Example: Nonprofit ABC has a wildly successful bike-a-thon supported by an
industrial strength peer-to-peer fundraising program. Nonprofit ABC has datasets (in
the form of excel spreadsheets) showing race participants (fundraisers), race supporters (donors), and those invited to fundraise or donate but who declined. Each spreadsheet row containing a person’s record is an “observation” or “instance” of information in
the dataset.

3
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Non Profit ABC Bike-A-Thon
Peer-to-Peer Fundraising

Race Participants
(Fundraisers)

Race Supporters

Invited but declined

(Donors)

(Donors)

Obseervation / Instance

Attribute / Feature

For each observation or instance, the data set contains “attributes” or “features,” which are specific categories of information that describe a record4.
Example: Nonprofit ABC’s bike-a-thon dataset of donors for last year contains
each donor’s first name, last name, email address, phone number, address, and
amount donated. Each of these columns is an “attribute” or “feature”.

4
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The dimensions of a data set are the number of features it has.
Example: Nonprofit ABC’s bike-a-thon dataset described above has 9 features,
so it has 9 dimensions.
Unfortunately, nonprofits often lack the right kind of data for machine learning by AI assistants.
Nonprofit data is often “messy” with duplicate records and information missing from records5.

Duplicated Data

Missing Data

Nonprofit data may be too “skinny” (i.e. there isn’t much data about each record).
Example: Nonprofit ABC’s dataset of those invited to fundraise or donate but who
declined contains only each individual’s first name, last name, and email
address. This is a skinny dataset.

5
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https://towardsdatascience.com/artificial-intelligence-and-bad-data-fbf2564c541a
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8 NONPROFIT FUNDRAISING IDEAS
(AND HOW ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
CAN IMPROVE THEM)

Or, a nonprofit data set may too “short”. Meaning, there aren’t enough contact records.6
Example: Nonprofit ABC’s first year running a bike-a-thon had a disappointing turnout of
14 participants who gathered 47 donations. That’s a short dataset (and a development
director’s nightmare).

And for many types of machine learning algorithms, the nonprofit data must be
accurately labeled.

Example: Nonprofit ABC wants to train an AI Assistant to identify individuals
who are most likely to donate to this year’s upcoming bike-a-thon. This would require a
dataset of contacts previously asked to donate to Nonprofit ABC’s bike-a-thon, and whether
or not the contact actually donated (pssst---that’s the label). Fortunately, Nonprofit ABC has
that dataset by combining the lists of those who donated and those invited to donate and
declined (it will still need to figure out how to get past its skinny data problem, though!).

6

https://blogs.sas.com/content/sastraining/2018/05/07/wide-versus-tall-data-proc-transpose-v-the-data-

step/ Note skinny and short are simply opposites of wide and tall data.
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Non Profit ABC Bike-A-Thon
Peer-to-Peer Fundraising

Race Participants
(Fundraisers)

Race Supporters
(Donors)

Invited but declined
(Donors)

Label

7
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2. Algorithms/Models. Many types of machine learning algorithms exist. Algorithms use “training
data” to allow an AI assistant to train themselves to accomplish a specific task (more on that

below)7. A model is what results once an algorithm is trained using data. Once trained, an AI Assistant can apply a model to new data.

+
Algorithm

=
Training data Set

Model

Example: Nonprofit ABC takes the dataset of contacts asked to donate at last
year’s bike-a-thon and trains an AI assistant using a machine learning algorithm
to predict whether a particular contact is likely to donate, and then uses the
resulting model to identify the most likely donors among a list of potential
donors. Nonprofit ABC then provides each of its fundraisers for this year’s bikea-thon with an AI Assistant that uses that model to help the fundraiser identify
who among their existing contacts is a likely donor for this year’s bike-a-thon.

boodle.ai
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3. Tools/Infrastructure. Machine learning programming is now largely done using widely available open source tools (such as SparkML, PythonML, R, TensorFlow, and PyTorch). These tools

allow an AI developer to use machine learning to train an AI assistant using a nonprofit’s data to
be capable of accomplishing a wide variety of tasks such as prediction, classification, or clustering (more on that below).

Source: https://www.learnbigdatatools.com/big-data-cross-infrastructure-and-api-landscape-2019/

4. Computing Power. Not generally an issue for nonprofits, but more complex types of machine
learning (including reinforcement learning or the creation of neural nets that use “hidden layers”)
may run up against the modern limits of computing power.

boodle.ai
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Machine Learning Tasks:
What Can Machine Learning Do?

With the right data, model, tools, and computing power, machine learning can perform the following tasks (among many others): (1) classification; (2) prediction; (3) clustering; or (4) identification of key features.8

Classification

Prediction

Clustering

Identification
of key features

1. Classification. Using machine learning, an AI assistant can be trained to predict what label
should be applied to a particular observation. In other words, an AI assistant can predict (classify) whether a record belongs in one category versus another category.
Example: Nonprofit XYZ is gearing up for its biggest fundraising event of the
year: the Annual XYZ Gala. Nonprofit XYZ could use an AI Assistant to classify
individuals into likely attendees vs. unlikely attendees.
Non Profit ABC Bike-A-Thon
Peer-to-Peer Fundraising

Race Participants
(Fundraisers)

8
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Race Supporters
(Donors)

Non Profit ABC Bike-A-Thon
Peer-to-Peer Fundraising

Invited but declined

List of potential attendees

(Donors)

Label

Race Participants
(Fundraisers)

Race Supporters
(Donors)

Invited but declined

Labeled Likely or Not Likely

(Donors)

Label

https://hackernoon.com/choosing-the-right-machine-learning-algorithm-68126944ce1f
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The accuracy of a classification model depends on the algorithm chosen, the availability of labeled
training data, and how well the model is trained on the data. 9
2. Prediction. An AI assistant can also be trained to predict a value you want to know based on
the data you provide.
Example: For the Annual XYZ Gala, Nonprofit XYZ could also use an AI Assistant to predict
how much each gala attendee will spend on the gala auction (the target value) based
on information (features) for each attendee such as amount spent at previous gala auctions, age, number of years of attendance, and estimated net worth.
Non Profit ABC Bike-A-Thon
Peer-to-Peer Fundraising

Race Participants
(Fundraisers)

Race Supporters
(Donors)

Invited but declined

List of potential attendees

(Donors)

Label

Non Profit ABC Bike-A-Thon
Peer-to-Peer Fundraising

$100

$100

$10

$100

$100

$100

$160

$50

$400

$80

$100

$0

$475

$125

Race Participants
(Fundraisers)

Race Supporters
(Donors)

$300

$400

$800

$180

$300

$100

Invited but declined

Predicted giving amount

(Donors)

Label

A predicted value could be continuous (like dollars spent at an auction) or discrete (like the number of auction items received). As with classification, the accuracy of a prediction model depends on the algorithm used, how effectively the model is trained, and the quality of the training
data. This type of learning is often referred to as “regression learning”.

9
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3. Clustering. Machine learning allows an AI assistant to take unlabeled data and divide it into clu-

sters of similar observations. Given a set of observations, an AI assistant can place each observation

into a group of similar observations so the groups are distinct from each other. An AI assistant can
then perform further analysis on each cluster to provide insights and/or make predictions.

Example: Nonprofit XYZ has a dataset of last year’s Annual XYZ Gala attendees
and wants to cluster those attendees into distinct groups to better understand
who attended the gala. An AI assistant could perform that clustering and tell
Nonprofit XYZ that there are four distinct types of gala attendees
that comprise the majority of attendees. Nonprofit XYZ then performs
additional analyses to learn more about each cluster of attendees.

Non Profit ABC Bike-A-Thon
Peer-to-Peer Fundraising

Race Participants
(Fundraisers)

Race Supporters
(Donors)

Non Profit ABC Bike-A-Thon
Peer-to-Peer Fundraising

Invited but declined

Last year’s attendees

(Donors)

Race Participants
(Fundraisers)

Label

Race Supporters
(Donors)

Invited but declined
(Donors)

Identified cluster of attendees

Label

4. Identification of key features. In machine learning, this is often called “dimensionality reduction” or “feature selection.” In plain English, this means to identify what features in the dataset are important to a particular machine learning model.
Example: Nonprofit XYZ’s dataset of last year’s Annual XYZ Gala attendees (and
those invited who did not attend) has been enriched so that the dataset now
contains hundreds of attributes for each individual. Using further analysis,
nonprofit XYZ learns that the AI assistant’s model relies on only five attributes for 97%
of its analysis. This gives nonprofit XYZ insight into what attributes are the most important in predicting the likelihood of attendance, as well as allowing the nonprofit XYZ to
be more efficient and effective in using its AI assistant.

boodle.ai
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Machine Learning Steps: How Does Machine
Learning Work?
Training an AI assistant using machine learning requires several distinct steps: (1) obtain the training data; (2) pre-process the training data; (3) select the algorithm and train the model; (4) optimize the model; (5) evaluate the model. 10

Get the data

Pre-process

Select the

Optimize the

Evaluate the

the data

algorithm

model

model

and train
the model
1. O
 btain the training data. The first and often most important step involves the training data. If
you want to train a model to perform classification or prediction, the training data must be labeled with the label or target value you want to predict. (If you want to predict what future fundraisers will raise, you need data with labels showing what past fundraisers did raise.)
Example: Nonprofit MNO wants to provide an AI assistant to its board of trustees
to assist board members in meeting their annual “give or get” requirement of
$5,000. So, the AI assistant gathers data from previous MNO fundraising campaigns that
consists of 1,000 records of individuals asked to donate by board members, and whether
or not the individuals actually donated (the label).

10

For an excellent course of practical machine learning, which provided the below methodology, see https://www.udemy.
com/machinelearning/learn/v4/overview.
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Race Supporters

Invited but declined

(Donors)

(Donors)

Label

donated?

1,000 Records

2. Pre-process the training data. Once you have a (labeled) data set, you import the data set so
that your AI assistant can work with it. Once imported, you address redundant or missing data
(e.g. birthday, employer, capacity). You then identify what you want your AI assistant to predict
(the label or target value) and what you want your AI assistant to use to make the prediction (the
dependent attributes/features). You then have your AI assistant split the data set into training,
validation, and test sets of data. The training set consists of the records used by the AI assistant
to learn the desired model. The validation set consists of the records used by the AI assistant to

optimize the model. The testing set consists of the records used to assess how well the fully-optimized model performs. 11
Example: Nonprofit MNO takes 1,000 records of high net worth individuals asked
to donate by board members and selects 600 records for training, 200 for
validation, and 200 records for testing. This procedure, if successful, will result in
Non Profit ABC Bike-A-Thon
a model that Nonprofit MNO will have confidence
inFundraising
with regards to how well it
Peer-to-Peer

will perform with predicting individuals that the AI assistant has never ‘seen’.

Non Profit ABC Bike-A-Thon
Peer-to-Peer Fundraising

However, this process does not provide a guarantee of the model’s validity. This
Race Participants

Race Supporters

Invited but declined

Non and
Profit ABC
Bike-A-Thon
results only after a model is put into practice
evaluated.
(Fundraisers)

(Donors)

(Donors)

Peer-to-Peer Fundraising

Race Participants
(Fundraisers)

Race Supporters
(Donors)

Label

Invited but declined
(Donors)

1,000 Records

donated?

Label

Race Participants
(Fundraisers)

Race Supporters

Invited but declined

(Donors)
Non Profit ABC
Bike-A-Thon
Peer-to-Peer Fundraising

(Donors)

Label

donated?

donated?

Race Participants
(Fundraisers)

Race Supporters
(Donors)

600 records
Training set

Invited but declined
(Donors)

200 records
Validation set

Label

donated?

11
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Testing set

https://machinelearningmastery.com/difference-test-validation-datasets/
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3. Select the algorithm and train the model. Once the training data has been pre-processed, you
select the machine learning algorithm appropriate to the task you want to be performed (classification, prediction, clustering, etc.). You then use the appropriate tool/infrastructure to train
your AI assistant to perform the selected task (classify, predict, cluster, etc.) using the selected
algorithm and the training set of data to develop a model that can perform the same task when
applied to new data. This is also called “fitting the model to the training data set.”
Example: Nonprofit MNO selects a classification algorithm and uses the 600
records from the training set to train an AI assistant to classify each record as “likely to
donate” or “not likely to donate”.
Non Profit ABC Bike-A-Thon
Peer-to-Peer Fundraising

Race Participants
(Fundraisers)

Race Supporters
(Donors)

Invited but declined
(Donors)

Label

+

donated?

=

Non Profit ABC Bike-A-Thon
Peer-to-Peer Fundraising

Algorithm

Training Data Set
Race Participants
(Fundraisers)

Race Supporters
(Donors)

Model

Invited but declined
(Donors)

Label

4. Optimize the model. Using the validation set, the AI assistant can optimize the model developed

+

donated?

=

+

from the training set. Every machine learning algorithm has “hyperparameters” that dictate how
the algorithm works. Think of hyperparameters like settings on a blender. Depending on what you
want to be blended, you select a different setting. Determining the optimal set of hyperparameters for a particular application is called “optimizing the hyperparameters”, and is a critical step
Non Profit ABC Bike-A-Thon
Peer-to-Peer Fundraising

in improving the accuracy and reliability of a machine learning model.

Model

Validation Data Set

Optimized
Model
Example: Nonprofit MNO uses the records in the validation set to further tune
Race Participants
(Fundraisers)

Race Supporters
(Donors)

Invited but declined
(Donors)

the classification model the AI assistant learned. In this case, the ability to predict
Label

Predicted Result

whether a particular individual was likely or not to donate when asked by a board
member.

+

12

+

donated?

VS

A survey of machine learning algorithms is beyond the scope of this article. A good primer can be found here: https://medium.com/machine-learning-for-humans/supervised-learning-740383a2feab.

Optimized
Model
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Testing Data Set

Actual result
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=

Non Profit ABC Bike-A-Thon
Peer-to-Peer Fundraising

Algorithm

Training Data Set
Race Participants
(Fundraisers)

Race Supporters
(Donors)

Model

Invited but declined
(Donors)

Label

+

donated?
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Race Participants
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Model
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Race Supporters
(Donors)

(Donors)

Label

Validation Data Set

donated?

(Fundraisers)

Race Supporters
(Donors)
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Invited but declined

Non Profit ABC Bike-A-Thon
Peer-to-Peer Fundraising

Race Participants

=

Invited but declined
(Donors)

Optimized
Model

=

5. Evaluate the model. Finally, the AI assistants takes the optimized model
and makes prediPredicted
Result
Label

ctions using the designated test data that the machine has never ‘seen’. Due to the fact that

+

+

donated?

=

Non Profit ABC Bike-A-Thon
the actual target values or labels are known
for the
test data, the accuracy of the model can
Peer-to-Peer
Fundraising

be determined by comparing those values against the predicted values.
Algorithm
Training Data Set

13

VS

Model

Example: Now that the AI assistant learned a model through the training and
Race Participants
(Fundraisers)

Race Supporters
(Donors)

Invited but declined
(Donors)

Optimized
validation steps, it can be used
to predict
which
of the 200 records
in the test
set
Testing
Data
Set
Actual
result
Model are most likely to donate to Nonprofit MNO. The predictions that the AI assistant
Label

+

donated?

=

+

makes for the 200 test records are then evaluated, and a set of performance sta-

tistics are computed. These statistics measure how reliable the AI assistant can be
expected to be when deployed to evaluate new records for Nonprofit MNO.
Non Profit ABC Bike-A-Thon
Peer-to-Peer Fundraising

Model

Validation Data Set
Race Participants
(Fundraisers)

Race Supporters
(Donors)

Invited but declined
(Donors)

Label

+
Optimized
Model
13

Optimized
Model

+

donated?

Testing Data Set

Predicted Result

=

VS
Actual result

There are many metrics used to evaluate machine learning models, specific to the types of algorithm being used. https://
towardsdatascience.com/metrics-to-evaluate-your-machine-learning-algorithm-f10ba6e38234 and https://medium.
com/usf-msds/choosing-the-right-metric-for-machine-learning-models-part-1-a99d7d7414e4 and https://medium.com/
usf-msds/choosing-the-right-metric-for-evaluating-machine-learning-models-part-2-86d5649a5428
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Final Thoughts: When is AI, AI?
“AI” seems to be everywhere. However, "AI" means different things to different people. Just seeing
the term "AI" doesn’t necessarily tell you what the tool does and how it does it. Even more
challenging is that the results of AI and non-AI tools often initially appear similar or even identical.
You can’t tell something is “AI” by looking at it or even its results.
So how can you tell something is AI?
Any software that uses data, algorithms/model, tools/infrastructure and computer power
(machine learning requirements) to perform classification, prediction, clustering, or identification
of key features (machine learning tasks) using a process of obtaining data, preprocessing data,
selecting algorithms and training models, optimizing parameters, and evaluating models
(machine learning steps) is applying a subclass of artificial intelligence that some people prefer to
call machine intelligence or machine learning.
In general, data scientists use many tools ranging from data cleaning, statistics, and complex
algorithms. AI in practice currently consists of the utilization of many data science tools that are
not necessarily considered machine learning. Ultimately, however, these techniques are meant to
prepare data to be fed into a machine learning algorithm. This is what empowers the AI assistant
to be able to make decisions about objects/people that it has never seen before. This is when AI is

AI.

Even then, AI software can vary in how much it leverages machine learning.
An AI assistant might be trained once using a generic data set and a selected algorithm, resulting
in a model that is never again optimized, and that model is used for all future predictions without
further machine learning.

boodle.ai
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Compare that to an AI assistant that is constantly retrained on new data sets using algorithms
selected for effectiveness with particular data sets, with each resulting model re-optimized, and a
feedback loop created such that the models are constantly improved by further machine learning
based on real-world performance of each model.
Both are “AI”, but are quite different in capabilities and capacity for improvement.
Example: software may be powered by an AI assistant that is generically trained to
recognize a likely fundraiser or it may be powered by an AI assistant that is specifically
trained to recognize a likely fundraiser for Nonprofit JKL and their particular types of fundraising campaigns, with a feedback loop to improve the AI assistant’s performance over time
with regards to Nonprofit JKL’s specific campaigns.
The Bottom Line
AI tools for nonprofits will proliferate and rapidly advance in the coming months and years. As
with all new technology, AI will be best leveraged by educated consumers who ask the right questions and are able to understand the answers they receive. To that end, we have included a list of
questions that nonprofits professionals can ask AI service providers to better understand the tools
today that will continue to transform the landscape of donor development tomorrow.

boodle.ai
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Appendix: Questions Nonprofits Should Ask AI Service Providers
1.

Data

a. What data sets does your machine learning rely on?

b. How many observations are required to train your machine learning tool?

c. How many and what attributes are you using to train your machine learning tool?

d. How do you deal with missing features in the dataset?
2.

e. How are you splitting the dataset for training, validation, and testing?

Algorithms/Model

a. What machine learning tasks are your tools performing?

b. How do those machine learning tasks support what the software does?

c. What machine learning algorithm/model did you select to accomplish those tasks?
d. Why did you select that particular algorithm/model?
e. How are you optimizing the model?
f.

What metrics are you using to evaluate the predicted values versus the test values?

g. How did the model perform on those metrics?

h. How are the algorithms and models selected, trained, and optimized?
i. Is the same algorithm used for every organization or are different algorithms
selected for different organizations in order to create models?
ii. Is the model trained once or is it retrained for every organization?

3.

4.

i.

iii. Is the model optimized once or is it re-optimized for every organization?
Is there a feedback process to continuously improve the model(s)?

Tools/Infrastructure

a. What software tools are you using to train the machine learning model?
b. Why did you select that particular software?

Computer power/Security/Privacy

a. Do you share my datasets used for training the AI with third parties?

b. Are you duplicating/storing copies of data even after the original data sets are deleted?
c. Where are you storing the trained models?

d. Where are you storing the results of the training?
e. How is the above secured?
f.

Do you share the above information with any third parties?

Looking for an AI assistant to amplify your fundraising efforts? Meet boodle, an AI assistant for
nonprofit donor acquisition and fundraising over at boodle.ai now.

boodle.ai
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3. Your supporters
select who to contact.
Their contacts are
never shared with third
parties or the
nonprofit itself.

1. Your supporters
choose what contact
lists they securely
connect to boodleAI.

4. boodle provides
recommended
messages, reducing
the effort required by
supporters to make an
ask for contributions.

2. boodle identifies the
contacts in your
network that you
should engage for
contributions.

✓ $500 donor on first day
✓ 10 new donors in first week
✓ $10,000 in donations from
new donors in first month
✓ Email open rates >80%
✓ Email donation rates 100x
the average for nonprofits

5. Messages are sent
from your supporters’
personal email to their
peers – the most
effective ask.

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Event based peer to peer
fundraising programs
Board giving programs
Gala and other events
Fundraising committees
Racer Fundraising

e:info@boodle.ai
t: (703) 995-5081

1775 Tysons Blvd #500
Tysons, VA 22102

1. Request a demo
2. Review plans and pricing
3. Sign up (with our No-Risk
Break-Even Guarantee)

boodle.ai

